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Abstract
In order to generate high-quality realistic images, this paper proposes an image conversion algorithm based on hybrid

attention generation adversarial network. This network is composed of the generator and discriminator, both of which are

jointly trained through the loss function. The generator is constructed by using a three-stage structure of down-sampling,

residual and up-sampling blocks where the residual block uses a hybrid attention mechanism. The compromised instance

and layer normalization is also proposed by weighting the output of the fully connected layer. The multi-scale PatchGAN

is introduced as the discriminator. The proposed network can produce more realistic images using a new loss function,

which comprises four iterms: generation adversarial loss, L1 regularization loss, VGG loss and feature matching loss. The

experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method can produce more realistic and detailed images than the state-

of-the-art methods.
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1 Introduction

Many computer vision issues can be regarded as image

conversion issues, which map the image in one domain to

the corresponding image in another domain. In fact, it is the

mapping between pixels. For example, super-resolution can

be considered a problem of mapping a low-resolution

image to a corresponding high-resolution image, and image

coloring can be viewed as mapping a gray-scale image to a

corresponding color image. Thus, image conversion is an

important research field of computer vision. Specifically,

image conversion is also called as image-to-image trans-

lation, including multiple types, such as style conversion,

color conversion, content conversion and scene conversion.

These image transformations, texture adjustments and

stylized editing are used in art, scientific research and

engineering.

Image conversion issue can be studied in supervised and

unsupervised learning environments. In unsupervised

learning, there are only two independent images instead of

a pair of image training sets. Unsupervised image-to-image

conversion requires more accurate and complex network to

produce realistic images, which is difficult to implement,

like CycleGAN [1] and MUNIT [2]. In supervised learning,

the corresponding images can be trained in different

domains [3]. The mapping relationship between the gen-

erated image and the input image pixels is more accurate

through supervised learning method. However, it is diffi-

cult to obtain matching image pairs in natural environ-

ments. Unsupervised learning can solve this problem, but

the lack of paired images cause the uncontrollable results.

In the specific task targeted by the algorithm in this paper,

we can obtain image pairs, so we use supervised learning
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framework to produce more clear and natural images.

Supervised learning is performed using a convolutional

neural network (CNN) [4], which also minimizes the loss

function when generating images as a standard for network

adjustment. However, CNN requires minimizing the

euclidean distance between the predicted image and the

ground truth, which may produce blurred results [5, 6] as

for the Euclidean distance averages the output of all pixels.

Therefore, it is a tricky problem to develop a specific loss

function for a specific conversion task in CNN network.

GAN (Generative Adversarial Networks) comprises two

specific network structures, namely generative model and

discriminative model,which are mutually adversarial. The

discriminator is used to judge whether an image is from the

generator or the real world. The generator is used to syn-

thesize images that attempt to deceive the discriminator as

much as possible [7]. GAN [8] attempts to classify that the

output image is real or fake, while training the generated

model. Traditionally, the loss function of GAN has to be

used for different types of tasks. Under such a background,

using the optimized GAN network for supervised learning

and image conversion has gradually become a research

hotspot. This paper proposes a novel image scene conver-

sion algorithm. The multi-scene image conversion algo-

rithm flow chart designed in this paper is shown in the

Fig. 1. The contributions of this paper are as follows.

1. We propose a novel hybrid attention module that uses

different pooling methods to integrate spatial and

channel information. It is a lightweight module group

that can be easily embedded in other networks.

Inspired by the current advanced normalization meth-

ods, especially adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN

[9]), we designed a new normalization method called

CILN (Compromised Instance and Layer Normaliza-

tion) that is a compromise between instance and layer

normalization.

2. With the hybird attention module and CILN embedded,

we propose a novel image scene conversion algorithm

that can make fast multi-scene conversion.

3. We conduct four scene conversion experiments, which

are image hazing, satellite image to map conversion,

optic image to SAR conversion and day to night

conversion. Our algorithm has certain advantages in

subjective observations and objective indicators com-

pared with the five state-of-the-art algorithms.

2 Related work

2.1 Generative adversarial networks

Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [7, 10] is applied

to a series of tasks such as image generation [11], image

restoration [12] and image translation [13, 14], in which

GAN has obtained impressive results. In training, the

generator aims to generate realistic images to deceive the

discriminator, and the discriminator tries to distinguish the

generated image from the real image. Mixture variational

Fig. 1 The flowchart of proposed algorithm
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autoencoders (VAE) [15] as a form of depth generation

model is a generated network structure that is based on

variation Bayes. VAE play an important role in unsuper-

vised learning and representation learning. But the iso-

tropic generative model in VAE cannot sufficiently utilize

the latent representative space. The VAE improve the

generative performance by enlarging the latent represen-

tative space. VAEGAN [16] presents an autoencoder that

leverages learned representations to better measure simi-

larities in data space. By combining a VAE with a gener-

ative adversarial network, VAEGAN can use learned

feature representations in the GAN discriminator as basis

for the VAE reconstruction objective. Training robust

GAN is a non-trivial task due to the problem of mode

collapse. Xu et al. [17] propose a novel generative adver-

sarial network-based model, InjectionGAN, to learn a

many-to-many mapping. Li et al. [18] propose a new

approach to training GAN to overcome mode collapse by

employing a set of generators, an encoder and a discrimi-

nator. Various multi-stage generation models [19] and

better training targets [20] have been proposed to generate

more realistic images. Inspired by their successes, we

propose a new novel method for image conversion with a

new attention module and a new combined loss function.

2.2 Image conversion

Many researchers have leveraged adversarial learning for

image-to-image translation [21], whose goal is to translate

an input image from one domain to another domain given

input-output image pairs as training data. For example,

Gatys et al. [22] proposed an art-style transformation

algorithm whose main step is to solve the problem of

extracting deep features from Gram matrix from content

images and style images. Li et al. [23] propose a Simplified

Unsupervised Image Translation (SUIT) model for domain

adaptation on semantic segmentation, which can signifi-

cantly improve the performance of the model on the target

domain. Many style-transfer algorithms [24, 25] surpass

Gatys’ method in performance and speed. High-fidelity

image stylization is related to image-to-image translation

problems [26], and its goal is to learn to translate images

from one domain to another. Luan et al. [27] improve the

realism of the stylized output calculated by the style con-

version algorithm by adding a new loss function to the

optimization target, thereby better preserving the local

structure in the content photo. Pix2pix [3] uses conditional

GAN for different image transformations. However,

Pix2pix learns a one-to-one mapping between a domain to

another domain. Therefore, when the gap between the input

data and the training data is large, the result is likely to be

meaningless. Based on Pix2pix, Wang et al. [19] propose a

new coarse-to-fine generator and multi-scale discriminator

architectures suitable for conditional image generation at a

much higher resolution. In the absence of training pairs,

various image-to-image translation methods [28] have also

been proposed. CycleGAN [1] uses unpaired images for

training and proposes a loss of cycle consistency, which is

widely used. Compared to Pix2pix, the CycleGAN does not

require pairs of images, which can reduce the cost of

making samples. MUNIT [2] decomposes the image

through image coding to obtain an invariable content space

and a variable style space, thereby achieving a many-to-

many mapping relationship. Chen et al. [29] pointed out

that it is difficult to generate high-resolution images for the

conditional GAN training due to training instability and

optimization problems. In order to avoid this difficulty, a

perceptual loss is proposed [30]. The resulting image is

high resolution, but often lacks detail and realistic texture.

2.3 Attention module

Attention mechanism has recently improved the success of

various computer vision tasks recently and continues to be

an omnipresent component in state-of-the-art models. In

broad terms, attention can be viewed as guidance to bias

the allocation of available processing resources toward the

most informative components of an input. In the field of

image generation, learning high-dimensional and complex

image distribution through the attention mechanism has

proved to be effective [31, 32].The self-attention module

[33] uses the weighted sum of all feature points to recon-

struct each feature point, significantly improving the cor-

relation between distant relevant regions in the feature

map. The Research Institute of Defiance proposes a new

method [34] for modeling long-distance relationships

through normalization on conditional image generation

tasks, it expands based on instance normalization and

describes long-range dependence through attention

normalization(AN).

2.4 Normalization

Normalization is widely used in deep learning, especially

in the field of computer vision. It can speed up training and

improve the accuracy of the network model. There are

currently four basic normalization methods, namely Batch

Normalization, Layer normalization, Instance normaliza-

tion and Group normalization. It is worth noting that some

novel normalization methods have appeared in image

generation tasks, including conditional batch normalization

(CBN [34]), adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN [9]),

spatially-adaptive (de)normalization (SPADE [35]), etc.

Generally speaking, these conditional normalization

methods perform better in specific tasks.
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3 Image conversion algorithm based
on generative adversarial networks

The proposed image conversion algorithm based on GAN

in this paper could be divided into two stages of training

and testing. In the training phase, the generator and the

discriminator are cross-trained and learn from each other to

get an excellent generator. In the test phase, we input

images to the generator to get the converted images. Our

model has experienced no model collapse problem. The

main reason is the diversity of the training samples and the

closely matched complexity of the generating network and

the discriminant network. This section introduces our net-

work structure in detail from three aspects: generator,

discriminator and loss function. The multi-scene image

conversion algorithm flow chart is shown in the Fig. 1.

3.1 Generator structure

In terms of the generator, we adopt a three-stage structure

of down-sampling, residual and up-sampling blocks.

Among them, down-sampling block initially extracts image

features. The residual module performs deep feature

extraction. Up-sampling block reconstructs the feature map

and finally outputs the generated image. It is worth noting

that this algorithm introduces a new attention mechanism

in the middle of the residual network, which is called

hybrid attention. Besides, we have also improved the nor-

malization method of some residual modules. This new

normalization method is called CILN (Compromised

Instance and Layer Normalization). It is a balance of two

normalization methods of instance and layer. The network

structure is shown in Fig. 2.

Assuming that there are source domain and target

domain spaces {X, Y}, an instance x of the source domain

space needs to be converted to the target domain space, and

the generator realizes this conversion. According to the

network structure, the generator can be divided into three

parts: down-sampling, residual module and up-sampling.

According to functions, it can be divided into two parts:

encoder CE and decoder CD. Specifically, the encoder

comprises a down-sampling module and a 9-layer residual

block. The decoder consists of a 9-layer CILN residual

block and an up-sampling module. The down-sampling and

up-sampling modules, respectively, include three layers of

convolution and deconvolution, and each convolution

(deconvolution) layer contains three parts: convolution,

normalization and activation function. It is worth noting

that the first layer of the down-sampling module and the

last layer of the up-sampling module both use a 7� 7

convolution kernel. The purpose is to increase the receptive

field and capture enough details and context information.

The network introduces a hybrid attention module between

the encoder and the decode. The hybrid attention module is

in the middle of the residual blocks and TILN residual

blocks as shown in Fig. 2. The hybrid attention is used to

enhance the control of the generator. It pays more attention

to the edges and objects in the image, keeping the neces-

sary texture details in the conversion process. The network

structure is shown in Fig. 3.

The hybrid attention module includes a global max

pooling (GMP) layer, a global average pooling (GAP)

layer, a 1� 1 convolution, and the RELU activation

function. It is a lightweight module group that can be easily

embedded in other networks. Suppose CEðxÞ is the feature

map output by CE, and CEðxÞ is input to the global max

pooling and average pooling layers, respectively. Global

maximum pooling retains the maximum value in the fea-

ture map and plays the role of focusing on essential areas of

the image, global average pooling takes a mean value for

the feature map. This value reflects the importance of each

feature map in the channel to a certain extent. The new

Fig. 2 Generator network structure
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feature maps obtained by the two pooling layers are cas-

caded, and the potential combination relationship is

extracted through 1� 1 convolution. Finally, the weight

coefficients of different channel feature maps are obtained

through the Relu layer and then multiplied by the original

feature map CEðxÞ to obtain a set of attention feature maps

that incorporate the region and channel information.

Our hybrid attention model is unique and different from

SEnet [36] and CBAM [37]. Among them, SEnet only pays

attention to the difference of the channel characteristics,

and the zooming operation causes loss of image informa-

tion to a certain extent. CBAM integrates spatial and

channels attention, but it modularizes the two separately

and then operates the two in series on the feature map. In

this paper, we use different pooling methods to integrate

spatial and channel information within the modules, and

the structure is more succinct than CBAM. Later, we will

explain this module’s function by analyzing the feature

maps before and after the attention module.

Suppose the attention module is F, and the learned

weight is W. This process can be expressed as:

W ¼ FðCk
EðxÞÞ ð1Þ

oðxÞ ¼ W � CEðxÞ ¼ wk � Ck
EðxÞj1� k� nc

� �
ð2Þ

where o(x) denotes the feature map output by the attention

module, � denotes multiplication, wk denotes the weights

learned by the attention module of the k-th channel, Ck
EðxÞ

denotes the feature map output by the encoder of the k-th

channel. nc is the total number of channels of the encoder

output feature map. Then, the decoder accepts o(x) as

input, which can be expressed as CDðxÞ. The decoder

includes a CILN residual module and an up-sampling

module, where CILN is a normalization method. We

replace the IN in the original residual block with CILN to

form a new CILN residual block. Inspired by the current

advanced normalization methods, especially adaptive

instance normalization (AdaIN [9]), we designed a new

normalization method. It is a compromise between instance

and layer normalization, so we call it CILN(Compromised

Instance and Layer Normalization), which the following

formula can express:

CILNða; d;x;uÞ ¼ xðdaI þ ð1� dÞaLÞ þ u ð3Þ

aI ¼
a� lIffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2I þ �

p ; aL ¼ a� lLffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2L þ �

p ð4Þ

where lI, lL and rI, rL are the mean and standard devia-

tion of the instance and layer normalization methods,

respectively. x and u are the zoom and translation

parameters that are automatically updated by the fully

connected layer in the normalization mode. d is a weight

parameter used to weigh the two normalization methods

and is also dynamically calculated and updated by the fully

connected layer.

Instance normalization (IN) calculates the characteris-

tics of a single instance and a single channel, which makes

it easier to maintain the content structure of the source

domain image. This method ignores the correlation of

features between different channels of an instance. Layer

normalization (LN) on the other hand considers the cor-

relation of different channel features. Still, this method

calculates the global statistical information of the feature

map and ignores the content structure of the source domain

image. To combine the advantages of the two and over-

come their shortcomings, we proposed CILN. CILN com-

bines IN and LN’s advantages by selectively changing

content or style information and automatically updates the

weight coefficients with reference to AdaIN [9]. This

method helps to solve a wide range of image conversion

trade-offs.

3.2 Discriminator structure

We used a multi-scale discriminator in this paper as shown

in Fig. 4. To be specific, there is a discriminator in every

different image scale. Each discriminator is similar in

network structure, which can be seen in Fig. 5. For high-

resolution images, multi-scale discriminators can improve

the receptive field of the network.

In the field of neural networks, people usually use more

network layers or larger convolution kernels to expand the

receptive field of the network. However, both of these will

increase the number of network parameters, resulting in

overfitting or even the inability to train. In this paper,

Fig. 3 Hybrid attention network structure
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multiple discriminators of different scales are used, and

only a few parameters are added to achieve the purpose of

increasing the network’s receptive field. Take the use of

three discriminators as an example, represented by D1, D2

and D3, respectively. D1 judges the original size image, D2

judges the image down-sampled once, and D3 judges the

image down-sampled twice. Each single discriminator has

similar downsampling and output classification layer,

except that the size of the input image is different.

For every single discriminator network, the convolution

kernel size of the lower sampling layer is 4� 4, the step

length is 2, the number of sampling layers is 3. In this

paper, the number of discriminators is set to 2.

3.3 Loss function

The proposed loss function comprises four parts, namely

GAN loss, L1 loss, VGG loss and FM loss. Firstly, because

multi-scale discriminator is used, the optimization problem

of generative adversarial networks is expressed as follows:

min
G

max
D1;D2;D3

X

k¼1;2;3

LGAN G;Dkð Þ ð5Þ

GAN loss is expressed as follows:

LGAN G;Dkð Þ ¼ E x;yð Þ logDk yð Þ½ � þ Ex log 1� Dk G xð Þð Þð Þ½ �
ð6Þ

where x is the input image, and y is the target image.

Also, restrictions should be added to evaluate the gen-

erated image. For generators and discriminators, the more

important thing is the result of the generator, which will

introduce L1 loss:

L1 Gð Þ ¼ E x;yð Þ y� G xð Þk k1
� �

ð7Þ

In order to make the output image closer to the real image,

feature matching loss is introduced. Specifically, features

are extracted from multiple layers of the discriminator and

learned to match the intermediate features between the real

image and the composite image. Assuming that the ith

layer of the kth discriminator network is D
ið Þ
k , then the FM

loss LFM G;Dkð Þ can be expressed as:

LFM G;Dkð Þ ¼ E x;yð Þ
XT

i¼1

1

Ni
D

ið Þ
k x; yð Þ � D

ið Þ
k x;G xð Þð Þ

���
���
1

h i

ð8Þ

where T is the total number of layers of the discriminator,

and Ni is the number of elements in each layer. Similarly,

for the difference between the two image features, VGG

loss is introduced, and the features of the image are

extracted through the pre-trained VGG network, defined as:

LVGG Gð Þ ¼
XN

i¼1

1

Mi
F ið Þ yð Þ � F ið Þ G xð Þð Þ
�� ��

1

h i
ð9Þ

where F ið Þ represents the ith layer of the VGG network, and

Mi represents the number of elements in this layer.

Therefore, the ultimate optimization objective of the total

loss function of the algorithm in this paper can be

expressed as:

min
G

max
D1;D2;D3

X

k¼1;2;3

LGAN G;Dkð Þ
 !

þ k1L1 Gð Þ
 

þk2
X

k¼1;2;3

LFM G;Dkð Þ þ k3LVGG Gð Þ
! ð10Þ

Fig. 4 Multi-scale discriminator

Fig. 5 Multi-scale discriminator
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4 Experimental results and discussion

4.1 Experimental environment and datasets

The experiment includes four tasks, image hazing, satellite

image to map conversion, optic image to SAR conversion

and day to night conversion. Tests are implemented by

PyTorch on a computer with CPU: Intel Core i7-5820K @

3.30GHz � 12, GPU: NVIDIA GeForce TITAN X and

16G memory. The initial learning rate is 2e-4. The batch

size is 1.

The image hazing dataset mainly comes from the

RESIDE (Realistic Single Image Dehazing) dataset [38]

which includes synthetic and real-world blurred images. In

order to increase the diversity of dataset, we use the Adobe

lightroom CC to haze clear images from the Middlebury

Stereo Datasets [39] and the image from the internet.

The SAR image comes from the internet, a total of 1024

pairs of images.

The day and night conversion dataset comes from

Pix2pix [3], a total of 1024 pairs of images.

The optic image to SAR conversion dataset comes from

Google Map [3], a total of 1096 pairs of images.

4.2 Performance analysis

4.2.1 Generator structure analysis

The algorithm in this paper is inspired by the Pix2pixHD

[19], and the generator structure is relatively similar. The

main difference is that this paper introduces a hybrid

attention module and an compromised instance and layer

normalization method. Both Pix2pixHD and the algorithm

in this article adopt a three-stage architecture of down-

sampling, residual module and upsampling. Among them,

the algorithm in this paper first adds a hybrid attention

module to the middle of the network (also the middle of the

residual module group). And the residual module group has

been partially replaced, that is, the normalization method of

the residual module is replaced with the network-guided

instance and layer normalization approach, thereby realiz-

ing a new residual module. In order to better analyze the

generator architecture, this section uses a visual feature

map to explain in detail the various processes in the net-

work operation. A total of three virtual nodes are selected,

before and after the attention module (that is, the middle

section of the residual module, which is also the dividing

line between the ordinary residual structure and the resid-

ual structure with CILN), and the node before downsam-

pling (the node after the residual module). We conducted

related experiments using smog conversion as an example,

and the results are as follows:

In Fig. 6, (a) is the clear image in the input network,

which is also the source domain image, (b) is the feature

map before the attention module, that is, the part of the

network after down-sampling and classic residual structure,

(c) is the feature map after the attention module, (d) is the

feature map after all the residual structures, and also the

input feature map of the down-sampling module, (e) is the

output image of the down-sampling layer and the generated

image of the entire network. From the figure, we can find

that although the feature map before the attention module

contains a certain amount of image information, the overall

appearance is rather messy, and the focus is not clear. After

the attention module proposed by the algorithm in this

paper, the contrast of the feature map is significantly

improved, the key areas are clearly marked, and the texture

structure is prominent. The feature map before the down-

sampling module basically contains all the image infor-

mation in a relatively complete manner. The picture’s

visual analysis fully illustrates the critical role of the

attention module, which can extract important information

of the image, such as edge information, texture structure

and color information. In general, the addition of the

attention module and CILN enables the network to syn-

thesize images with higher quality, rich details and clear

texture. This also shows that the algorithm’s improvement

direction in this paper is correct and has specific research

significance.

4.2.2 The number of multi-scale discriminators

In this paper, the multi-scale discriminator is used, that is,

multiple discriminators are carried out under input images

of different sizes. Because the decision is made at different

scales, the small-scale image as input can pay more

attention to the overall structure and edge of the image. In

comparison the large-scale image as input can pay more

attention to the detail retention of the image. In theory, the

more discriminator the better, but that’s not the case. The

more discriminators there are, the more complex the net-

work and the more computations there are. Second, the

number of discriminators is related to the size of the input

image itself. If the size of the input image itself is appro-

priate, it is not necessary to have too many discriminators if

the size is not large or super large. Therefore, it is appro-

priate to choose the number of discriminators, and the

following experiments are carried out under the specific

circumstances studied in this paper. In this paper, training

was conducted on the fogging training set. The image input

size was 256� 256, and the results of iterating 60 epochs

were tested with the number of discriminators being 1, 2

and 3, respectively.

Overall, the number of discriminators has little effect on

the content of the generated image. But there will be
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differences in detail. From the sky area in Fig. 7, since the

sky area is brighter, it is still difficult to observe the dif-

ference after zooming in. Therefore, the sky area is pro-

cessed, the RGB is converted to the YUV channel, and the

Y channel is linearly pulled. Stretch to get the final result.

The transformed image is shown in the enlarged area.

When numD ¼ 2, the sky color is more uniform. Therefore,

in the number of deciders, numD ¼ 2 for all experiments in

this paper.

4.2.3 Settings for loss functions

The loss function of this paper consists of four parts: GAN

loss, L1 loss, FM loss and VGG loss.

This section compares the experimental results of using

all loss functions (denoted as total loss), but not using VGG

loss (denoted as no_VGGloss), but not using L1 loss and

FM loss (denoted as no_matchingloss). The experimental

results in the three cases are shown in Fig. 8.

When the VGG loss is not used, image distortion occurs.

For example, in Fig. 8, the red frame area, in the sky, the

runway, and the like, an irregularly shaped white ‘‘foreign

object’’ appears. This situation may occur due to data

overflow, and without the limitation of VGG loss, image

distortion will occur. When there is no loss of L1 and FM,

the image will not be distorted, but the color of the image

will deviate. In the absence of L1 and FM losses, the overall

fogging is yellow. After using L1 and FM loss, the color is

standard. Therefore, using all loss functions has the best

effect.

The three hyperparameters k1, k2 and k3 are the coef-

ficients of the loss function that we supplement, and these

three loss functions are used to measure the gap between

the synthesized image and the real image, and the other is

the GAN’s counter loss. During training, we found that the

value of the confrontation loss is in the single digit, while

the value of other loss functions is often a few tenths.

Therefore, we chose to set all three hyperparameters to 10.

Similarly, we also refer to other algorithms, including

Pix2pix, DRPAN and Pix2pixHD. The coefficient of their

loss function except for the confrontation loss is generally

10. We take the haze conversion as an example to conduct

an experimental analysis on the hyperparameters, and

design k ¼ 1; 10 and 100 (k1 ¼ k2 ¼ k3 ¼ k), respectively.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9.

We can see from the Fig. 9 that when k is set to 1, 10,

100, the result of the network generation is similar. The

image generated by k ¼ 1 is slightly blurred than k ¼ 10

and k ¼ 100. In view of the parameter settings of other

algorithms and the order of different losses, k ¼ 10 is

selected here.

Fig. 6 Visual results of different stage of the generator

Fig. 7 Comparison of different number of discriminator
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4.3 Image hazing results analysis

4.3.1 Subjective results analysis

We use the five state-of-the-art algorithms: Pix2pix [3],

Pix2pix-HD [19], CycleGAN [1], DRPAN [6], MUNIT [2]

and Adobe lightroom CC to compare with the propose in

the field of image hazing. The results are shown in Fig. 10.

As is shown in Fig 10, the hazing effect of Pix2pix is

more realistic, which is very similar to the hazing effect of

the Adobe lightroom CC, but the Pix2pix algorithm has

obvious blocking effect in the blue ocean in the upper right

corner of the image. The CycleGAN hazing image is very

bad, and the content is blurry. Apart from the detail and

blurring of the image, the color of the DRPAN does not

resemble the atomization effect, and MUNIT has signifi-

cant distortion in the hazy image. The details and content

of the images hazed by the proposed will not be lost, nor

will it produce blocking effects.

4.3.2 Objective index analysis

This paper uses three objective indicators to evaluate the

performance of each algorithm, namely FADE (Fog Aware

Density Evaluator) [40], PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise

Ratio) and SSIM (structural similarity index measure).

FADE is an index describing the density of image haze.

PSNR is an index measuring the ratio of the energy of the

peak signal to the average energy of the noise. SSIM is an

indicator that measures the similarity of the two images.

Table 1 shows the mean and mean square error of the three

indicators in test charts, and compares the fog-free image,

CycleGAN, Pix2pix-HD, Pix2pix, DRPAN, MUNIT and

Adobe lightroom CC fogging effects.

Through the processing of Pix2pix, Pix2pix-HD,

CycleGAN, DRPAN, MUNIT, Adobe lightroom CC and

the proposed, the image’s fog density index was signifi-

cantly increased, with the lowest DRPAN degree and the

highest CycleGAN degree. Pix2pix and Pixpix-HD are

similar to the hazing degree of the proposed and Adobe

lightroom CC. CycleGAN has a high score because the

image has fewer colors, and the entire image is yellow-

green. After image hazing, the PSNR and SSIM values of

images basically keep a slight fluctuation within a certain

range, while DRPAN, MUNIT and CycleGAN have a large

fluctuation, which proves that their atomization effect is

poor. In addition, the PSNR value of CycleGAN is basi-

cally the lowest among several hazing algorithms, which is

Fig. 8 Comparison of different loss function

Fig. 9 Comparison of experimental results of different hyperparameters
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also due to the errors and deficiencies of the image content

generated by this algorithm. In contrast, the overall PSNR

and SSIM values of the DRPAN are relatively high, due to

the retention of good structural content, but the fogging

effect is not apparent. The FADE of the proposed method

has a great increase. The PSRN and SSIM of the PSRN and

SSIM of the proposed method are relatively high, and the

image produced by the proposed method is more in line

with the real situation. In general, the proposed method

performs well in all aspects.

4.4 Satellite image to map conversion results
analysis

4.4.1 Subjective results analysis

At the same time, this paper tests the conversion of satellite

image to map. The training set and test set adopt the public

training set of Pix2pix, and test the conversion effect of this

algorithm and other algorithms based on GAN. The com-

parison algorithms include Pix2pix, Pix2pix-HD, Cycle-

GAN, DRPAN and MUNIT. The results are shown in

Fig. 11.

In Fig. 11, five methods for satellite imagery of Street

View can produce similar effects to Google Maps. We can

see from the red box on the picture that the road synthe-

sized by CycleGAN, DRPAN, and the proposed is

straighter, while the road synthesized by Pix2pix algorithm

is slightly curved. In terms of color, DRPAN composite

pictures are too rich in color. In terms of content, the upper

left corner of the picture synthesized by CycleGAN does

not match the real picture, and it pays too much attention to

the change in style. MUNIT produced the worst results,

neither the color nor the content was successfully con-

verted. In general, the proposed algorith considers the

changes in content and style, and therefore performs well.

4.4.2 Objective index analysis

In the algorithms such as Pix2pix, observing and evaluating

the image generated after image conversion is adopted.

Therefore, this paper conducts a questionnaire survey on

map image conversion and map conversion, compares

various algorithms and scores the true degree of the image

(the real night image is not given). The more realistic the

generated image is, the higher the true and false is difficult

to distinguish. The highest score of 5 points, the final

scores of 21 questionnaires collected in the random popu-

lation are as follows:

It can be seen from Table 2. Pix2pix, Pix2pix-HD and

CycleGAN scores are similar, which make the image

conversion remarkable. The road and grassland conver-

sions are also accurate. Because the color is too rich and

not similar to the target image, DRPAN has a relatively

Fig. 10 Comparison of fogging results
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low score. MUNIT gets the lowest score for its terrible

translation. The segmentation of the proposed is complete,

and the lines are smooth.

4.5 Optic image to SAR conversion results
analysis

4.5.1 Subjective results analysis

At the same time, this paper tests the conversion of optic

image to SAR. The training set and test set adopt the public

training set of Pix2pix, and test the conversion effect of

this algorithm and other algorithms based on generating

against network. The comparison algorithms include

Pix2pix,Pix2pix-HD, CycleGAN, DRPAN and MUNIT.

The results are shown in Fig. 12.

See Fig. 12 for the details. For example, vertical stripes

in the lower-left corner of the image, Pix2pix and DRPAN

can generate SAR-like images as a whole, but vertical

stripes cannot be recovered, and CycleGAN is just the

opposite. DRPAN and the algorithm in this article can

synthesize content well and maintain the SAR image style.

What’s more, the image content synthesized by the pro-

posed is richer, and the texture is clearer.

4.5.2 Objective index analysis

The same questionnaire survey was used for map image

conversion. The 21 recovery results were analyzed, the

mean and the mean square error. The results are shown in

Table 3:

It can be seen from the results that the CycleGAN score

is only slightly lower than the Pix2pix, because the

CycleGAN can retain the sharper and more accurate image

edges, and the image as a whole also shows gray-white

color, but for The feature conversion of SAR images is not

accurate enough, the algorithm score is slightly higher,

because the effect of the algorithm is outstanding regard-

less of color or edge, and there is no block effect.

4.6 Day to night conversion results analysis

4.6.1 Subjective results analysis

This paper trains and tests the scene transition from day to

night. The results are shown in Fig. 13.

As can be seen in Fig. 13, the content of the proposed is

basically unchanged. But for the sky area, it turns black,

and the Eiffel Tower lights up. The night visions of images

produced by algorithms other than MUNIT are closer to

real night images, i.e., similarities in color and brightness.

But Pix2pix and DRPAN have blocks, especially at the

junction of the sky and the ground. The image convertedTa
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by MUNIT is seriously distorted directly below the image.

Although the image synthesized by the algorithm in this

article still has some distortion directly below, however,

compared with other algorithms, the proposed reduces the

block effect and is more realistic.

4.6.2 Objective index analysis

The same questionnaire survey was used for SAR and map

image conversion. The 21 recovery results were analyzed,

the mean and the mean square error. The results are shown

in Table 4.

It can be seen from Table 4. Pix2pix, Pix2pix-HD,

DRPAN and the proposed method have similar scores, and

the fluctuation range is large. The night image conversion

effect is remarkable. Pix2pix and DRPAN do better in

color and saturation. The algorithm in this paper has less

image distortion. CycleGAN and MUNIT perform poorly

on this conversion task, the color is dim, and the texture

structure of the image is mostly lost.

4.7 Ablation study

The main purpose of this section is to analyze whether the

two added modules (attention module and compromised

normalization module) have improved the network based

on the original network architecture. The following are

introduced from the subjective results and objective indi-

cators. Fig. 14. is a comparison of the subjective results of

the four conversion tasks. The first line is Haze-free to

Haze, the second line is Satellite to Map, the third line is

Day to Night, and the fourth line is Optical to SAR image.

For each specific image, (a) is the original image, (b) is the

converted image of the original network structure (without

attention and compromised normalization module), (c) is

the original network The architecture adds the attention

module (the compromised normalization module is not

used) after conversion, (d) is the original network archi-

tecture with attention and compromised normalization

module after conversion, and (e) is the target image, that is,

the fitted image in the conversion process.

In generative adversarial networks, the discriminator

and the generator’s objective function are usually used to

Fig. 11 Map scene synthesis results comparison

Table 2 Map image conversion

score comparison
Algorithm Pix2pix Pix2pix-HD CycleGAN DRPAN MUNIT Proposed

Average scorce 3.65 3.64 3.52 2.39 1.13 4.04
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measure how they each do. For example, the objective

function of the generator is used to measure the perfor-

mance of the generated images can fool the discriminator.

But this is not a good measure of the quality and diversity

of the generated images. Usually, three indicators, IS (in-

ception score), FID (Frechet Inception Distance) and KID

[41] (kernel Inception Distance) are used to evaluate dif-

ferent GAN models. They can only describe the quality of

the generated results to a certain extent. This paper uses the

IS, FID and KID to evaluate the role of the attention

module and the compromised normalization module.

As can be seen from Table 5, after adding attention and

compromised normalization modules, the indicators of

other conversion tasks except for map conversion have

been significantly improved, which can prove that these

two modules are effective and have significant effects.

However, in the map conversion task, the IS indicator still

declined. After analysis, we believe that this is due to the

particularity of map conversion. That is, map conversion

converts the real scene into a virtual map, and the roads and

most buildings of the virtual map are used. Instead of white

pixels, the better the conversion effect, the more the pixel

values in the area are closer, and the image is smoother.

However, the IS indicator is more inclined to give high

scores to colorful images, which may be why the results of

improved network conversion in the map conversion task

are lower.

As can be seen from Table 6, after adding attention and

compromised normalization modules, the indicators of

conversion tasks other than map conversion have been

significantly reduced, which can prove that these two

modules are useful, indicating that the improvement of the

network The converted result is closer to the target image,

and the fitting effect is better.

As can be seen from Table 7, The performance of the

KID value is similar to that of FID. In haze conversion,

night conversion and SAR conversion, the addition of HA

and CILN modules makes the network more excellent. In

the map conversion, the HA module was added separately

to obtain the best results. We think this is related to the

converted image mode. In map conversion, as shown in

Fig 14, the conversion result is often mainly white and gray

pixel. On the whole, HA and CILN have a certain effect on

the improvement of the network.

Fig. 12 SAR scene synthesis results comparison

Table 3 SAR image conversion

score comparison
Algorithm Pix2pix Pix2pix-HD CycleGAN DRPAN MUNIT Proposed

Average score 2.96 3.85 2.80 3.18 1.26 4.39
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4.8 The cost of implementing the proposed
method

We conduct experiments under the same equipment,

comparing time consumption of different algorithms. The

model size and FPS (Frames Per Second) of different

algorithms are shown as Table 8.

It can be seen from Table 8, the models of Pix2pix-HD

and MUNIT are relatively large, and the speed is also

relatively slow. The models of Pix2pix and DRPAN are

relatively lightweight, and the speed is alse relatively fast.

In combination, the model size and speed of the proposed

have a certain advantage.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a generative adversarial network

with hybrid attention and compromised normalization for

multi-scene image conversion. Our generative adversarial

network introduces a hybrid attention mechanism as well

as a compromised instance and layer normalization

method. With a fixed network architecture and hyperpa-

rameters, our method produces better results on different

datasets. A detailed analysis of experimental results and

ablation studies on different datasets supports our conclu-

sion that the attentional mechanism can effectively control

and enhance image transformation. The compromised

instance and layer normalization approach can also help the

accuracy of image transformation in different scenarios.

However, there are still some limitations to our work, one

being that the resolution of the images is not high, but

rather the degree of image conversion is uncontrollable.

Therefore, the direction of our future work is to improve

the resolution of network convertible images and to control

the degree of image conversion. Results reported in this

paper can be downloaded from the url https://github.com/

xiaojs18/Image-GAN/tree/master/AttGAN.

Fig. 13 Night scene synthesis results comparison

Table 4 Night image

conversion score comparison
Algorithm Pix2pix Pix2pix-HD CycleGAN DRPAN MUNIT Proposed

Average score 3.57 3.85 3.36 3.68 2.14 3.96
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Fig. 14 Ablation study of the generator

Table 5 IS comparison of

different tasks (The larger the

IS, the better the image quality)

Haze Map Night SAR

w/o Atten/CILN 2.74 ± 0.31 2.63 ± 0.18 2.83 ± 0.12 2.18 ± 0.37

w/o CILN 2.75 ± 0.36 2.64 – 0.18 2.61 ± 0.15 2.34 ± 0.27

w Atten/CILN 2.81 – 0.38 2.55 ± 0.17 2.98 – 0.29 2.44 – 0.28

The best results are highlighted in boldface
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